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An international comparison of the interaction between IP rights and competition laws shows the progress and
pitfalls in China’s approach, write Suzanne Rab, Jet Zhisong Deng and Russ Wofford
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T

he challenges of balancing intellectual property rights (IPR)
and competition law are not new. The State Administration of
Industry and Commerce (SAIC) released the fifth draft of Guidelines on Enforcement of Anti-Monopoly Law in the Area of Intellectual Property last August. The draft IPR guidelines represent
a welcome development in providing insight on the interaction
between IPR and the Anti-Monopoly Law (AML), which came into
effect on 1 August 2008.
The SAIC is not the only agency for enforcing competition
rules in IP cases. The Ministry of Commerce handles merger
controls and the National Development and Reform Commission investigates price-related cartels and abuse of dominance,
while the SAIC handles other cartels and abuse of dominance.
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According to article 9 of the AML, it is the responsibility of the
Anti-Monopoly Commission (AMC), under the State Council, to
promulgate guidelines relating to the AML. The AMC appoints
the SAIC to draft guidelines. The SAIC initiated the drafting
process in 2009.
There are similarities between the IPR guidelines and the
approach taken by competition authorities worldwide, most
notably in the EU and US. However, there are notable differences
where the impact on IPR holders manufacturing, distributing or
selling products or services using IPR in China is not yet clear.

Intellectual property and competition
Conflict or contradiction? At first sight, the aims of IPR and
competition law may appear to be in opposition. Broadly stated,
IPR holders have rights to control access to, and charge others
for, use of their monopoly rights. Competition law aims to promote
open markets and curtail abuse of market power. However, most
mature legal systems tend to view IP laws and competition laws
as complementary, rather than conflicting. Even so, controversial
issues can arise where competition law is applied to businesses’
activities relating to IPR (e.g. refusal to license).

Approach in China
The provision of the AML dealing with IPR is contained in
article 55, which provides that:
“This law shall not apply to the conduct of operators to
exercise their intellectual property rights in accordance with
the laws and relevant administrative regulations on intellectual
property rights; however this law shall apply to the conduct of
operators to eliminate or restrict market competition by abusing
their intellectual property rights.”
Article 55 thus exempts conduct that amounts to an “exercise”
of IPR, provided that: (a) those IPR are exercised in accordance
with the laws and administrative regulations relating to IPR; and
(b) the conduct does not amount to an abuse of IPR by eliminating or restricting competition. Since no guidelines were issued on
article 55, there has been uncertainty about how the AML would
apply in cases involving IPR.
The latest draft of the IPR guidelines was wide ranging, and
echoed counterparts in Western countries by stating that IPR law
and the AML share the same purpose and function, i.e. promoting
innovation and competition, enhancing efficiency, and safeguarding consumer interests and social public interests.
When analysing monopoly behaviours, China’s antitrust
authority will: (a) determine the nature and manifestation of
the exercise of IPR in question; (b) determine the nature of the
relationship between the undertakings exercising IPR; (c) define
the relevant market that is involved in the exercise of IPR; (d)
determine the market positions of undertakings that exercise IPR;
and (e) analyse the effects of the exercise of IPR by undertakings
on competition in the relevant market.

Approach in the EU
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The European Commission (EC) has acknowledged potential
concerns arising from the interaction between IPR and competition law, and the perceived tension between them. It has also
recognised that the two are, in fact, complementary, with each
informing the other.
2013 ೧ 5 ኟ
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In order to assist parties assess the compatibility of their IPR
agreements and commercial practices under EU law, the EC has
issued exemptions and guidance.
In relation to the EU prohibition on restrictive agreements
contained in article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
EU (TFEU), the EC issued a block exemption that addresses
technology transfer. This is called the Technology Transfer Block
Exemption Regulation (TTBER), the latest version of which was
issued in May 2004.
Where the TTBER does not apply, this does not mean that
an agreement involving IPR is necessarily anti-competitive
and prohibited under EU law. The EC has issued TTBER
guidelines to assist parties to assess compliance of their
licensing agreements with EU law.
The tension between IPR and EU competition law has
been particularly pronounced in relation to the EU prohibition on abuse of dominance contained in article 102 of the
TFEU. In December 2008, the EC published guidance setting
out the enforcement principles that the EC will follow when
applying article 102 to exclusionary abuses
by dominant companies. This EC guidance
paper expressly deals with activities that
engage IPR, including a refusal to license.

Approach in the US
The federal antitrust legislation in the
US does not expressly deal with how IPR is
evaluated for antitrust purposes. The prevailing view, however – in common with the EU
and the approach under the IPR guidelines
in China – is not to presume the existence
of market power by the mere possession of
IPR. Guidelines have been issued by both
US antitrust agencies, the Department of
Justice and the Federal Trade Commission,
to provide a degree of certainty in terms of
how IPR activities will be viewed for antitrust
purposes and to encourage such activities (Antitrust enforcement and intellectual
property rights: Promoting innovation and
competition, April 2007).

A case study
The hypothetical patterns represented
below are for illustrative purposes and the
comments are intended to highlight issues
for further investigation rather than provide a
definitive assessment. Assume that relevant
(product and geographic) markets have been
correctly defined and that market shares have
been accurately calculated.
Scenario 1
SX, a start-up software company, has
developed The Information Exchange (TIE),
an intranet system for financial services
companies.
SX grants Cash Bank, a major bank, a
licence to incorporate TIE into Cash Bank’s
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own proprietary intranet system, which Cash Bank has previously
licensed to other banks in China and worldwide.
The parties have 4% and 15% market shares for financial
intranet technology in China. Their market shares are broadly
equivalent in the EU. The licensed technology consists of a
mixture of patents, software copyright and know-how. How will
the competition authorities approach this arrangement?

CHINA
The IPR guidelines specify the circumstances in which
IP licensing can be considered to have little impact in the
relevant market.
For the purpose of the IPR guidelines, IPR includes certain
rights granted under Chinese law including “property rights
prescribed in Patent Law, Trademark Law, Copyright Law,
Anti-Unfair Competition Law, Regulations on Protection of New
Varieties of Plants, Integrated Circuit Layout Design Protection
Regulations, Computer Software Protection Regulations and
other IPR-related laws and regulations”. This definition would
appear to be broad enough to cover the relevant IPR under the
agreement, among them know-how is stipulated in the AntiUnfair Competition Law.
Except in the case of inclusion of certain prohibited restrictions,
a safe harbour is provided whereby the SAIC might not initiate
an investigation. In order for the safe harbour to apply: (a) the
combined market share of competing undertakings in the relevant
market may not exceed 20%; and (b) the individual market share of
each party in the relevant market may not exceed 30%.
The combined market share of the par tie s is 19%.
Assuming that the market is correctly defined, the arrangements would in principle fall within the scope of the IPR
guidelines safe harbour as having limited impact on the
market. However, further examination of the proper definition
of the relevant market would be needed to ensure that this is
the correct market definition.

EUROPEAN UNION
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༺ߴܿठ༁٠ࠔ߇ၓ 19ˁȃ০ົ༁٠ށሆጸฬˈኊዏຢۨჵ
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The TTBER exempts patent, know-how and software copyright
licences from the prohibition on restrictive agreements, subject
to certain limitations and the non-inclusion of certain serious
restrictions of competition. There is no express requirement that
the relevant IPR be granted under EU law.
The application of the TTBER is conditional on market share
thresholds: (a) in relation to agreements between competitors,
the combined market share of the parties on the relevant product
and technology market should not exceed 20%; (b) in relation
to agreements between non-competitors, the individual market
share of the parties on the relevant product and technology
market should not exceed 30%.
2013 ೧ 5 ኟ
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As with the position in China, the arrangements would appear
to be within the safe harbour of the TTBER. Know-how is
expressly covered. The parties’ combined market shares on the
markets where they compete fall below the 20% threshold.

UNITED STATES
Ȗ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗজಁமರᄎȂ༦ञ᎑
Ꮾฝᅒ૰፩ܿქ፟ᄹᄒሊˈޭඝቧ੦ፒˈܬะጝᇜᄎ࿎ˈ
෩ࣾರᄎᆒ፱ܿქ፟ઃጴᄵၓȃࢎદഒ౪ߟఊˈޭყ࣋
ፃٛฝܿᅒ૰ౚಖၭᇋชȃ
Ȗ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗቂܿ༁٠ࠔ߇ܿ˖
˄ᇜ˅
࣋ઃጴጚፇৱܿᄒሊˈࢌߴყ࣋ٛ൰ञ༦ܿठ༁٠ࠔ߇
ሥ٫ࣰ 20ˁ ;˄ߗ˅࣋߾ઃጴጚፇৱܿᄒሊˈࢌߴყ࣋ٛ൰
ञ༦ܿࢌᏋ༁٠ࠔ߇ܾ٫ࣰ 30ˁȃ
ቪ፩࣭ܿଝᇜᆼˈۨჵᄒሊਖ༥Ȗ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗ
ܿภࡰፇȃ༦౷౻־ಖฬࣾඝ፩ȃ༺ߴඝყઃጴ༁٠
ຢܿठ༁٠ࠔ߇݈ຢ༧ 20% ܿȃ

There is no specific exemption from antitrust prohibitions
in the US. However, guidance from the US antitrust agencies
established that the agencies will not challenge a restraint in
an IPR licensing arrangement if: (a) the restraint is not per se
illegal (such as price fixing or market sharing); (b) the licensor
and its licensees collectively account for no more than 20% of
each relevant market significantly affected by the restraint; and/
or there are four or more independently controlled entities in
addition to the parties to the licensing arrangement that are close
substitutes of the research and development activities of the
parties. On the facts, no market share data are available for the
US, so further inquiry would be required of the parties’ presence
in that market.
Scenario 2
The licensing agreement between SX and Cash Bank in
Scenario 1 contains the following restrictions:
t4BMFTSFTUSJDUJPOBOPCMJHBUJPOPO$BTI#BOLOPUUPTFMMJUTPXO
intranet system incorporating TIE or a competing intranet system
to third parties in China or the UK;
t&YDMVTJWFMJDFODFBOPCMJHBUJPOPO49OPUUPMJDFOTFPUIFSVOdertakings to exploit TIE for the duration of the patents;
t  /PDIBMMFOHF DMBVTF BO PCMJHBUJPO PO $BTI #BOL OPU UP
challenge SX’s IPR in the licensed technology.
Would these restrictions be permitted under competition law?

ୟ߭

CHINA
࣭ౚޭ߫ިজಁܿન࿒Ꮾށࣙڵȃะߑˈ࣭߫
ިࢬܿፑೌฬށਖঐޭፃٛฝᅒ૰ᄒሊ፩ܿქ፟࿎ڵ፣ᇪˈ
࿎Ꮪ˖
˄ᇜ˅ࡘქ፟༥ׁເ၎ߟ˄ࢿށ২ࢆ
ডढ़ࠍ༁٠˅
˗
˄ߗ˅ᅒ૰ߴঽ־ᅒ૰ߴܿठ༁٠ࠔ߇ᇜ།ܸ
ࡘქ፟მ᎑ሯჳܿყ࣋༁٠፩ܿ༁٠ࠔ߇ૂ٫ࣰ 20%˗ནࢋ
ডܿޙஅ૿፟࿒ˈࢮᏮၓᅒ૰ᄒሊࢌߴᆓߙঝܿވ౻
࿓ܗጚȃনׁ՝ˈቈฦߝ༺ߴ࣭ܿ༁٠ࠔ߇༮દˈሓۨ
༺ߴᅍᇋਾ།ᇜܿ؞༁٠ࠔ߇يݲȃ
ѝં 2
՝ஂ 1 ፩ˈSX ञ Cash Bank ፇৱܿᅒ૰ᄒሊ֡ࣽᇵქ፟˖
ᄁ༌ქ፟˖Cash Bank ሆႚਖඝȐᄪႩਦ४ȑႼܿ
၃Ⴜডყ॔ઃጴܿ၃Ⴜڵ༌ࢍ፩࣭ডሡ࣭ܿݕߴ˗
ޙয়ᅒ૰˖SX ሆႚඓქᅒ૰ඝྊ੶ሩጚቂȐᄪ
Ⴉਦ४ȑႼ˗
૿ܾ߫କ˖Cash Bank ሆႚޭܾખᅒ૰༦ޭ SX ܿ
ፃٛฝ࿎ڵ፣ᇪȃ
ઃጴߟࠨኧᅒጝᄎქ፟˛

ቩ߭
ᄁ༌ქ፟˖
Ȗፑೌȗ ݕ13 ࣙˈށનઃጴ࣋Ⴜܿ੶ሩጚፇৱ
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Sales restriction: article 13 of the IPR guidelines provides
that agreements between competitors that restrict “the production or sales volume of products embedded with IPR” shall be
prohibited. This would appear to ban a prohibition on Cash Bank
as the licensee to produce products incorporating the licensed
technology for third party sale within the whole or part of China,
as proposed here.
Exclusive licence: article 13 of the IPR guidelines provides
that agreements between competitors that restrict “the quantity
of IPR licences” shall be prohibited. This would appear to ban an
exclusive licence to Cash Bank. It is possible that a competitor
seeking a licence might seek to challenge a refusal on the part of
SX to license the technology. It would not be necessary to prove
that SX was dominant.
No-challenge clause: article 19 of the IPR guidelines prohibits
“IP-related unfair trading conditions” imposed by a dominant
market player. If SX held a dominant market position, it specifiຟߟ
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Ȑქ፟ፃٛฝᅒ૰༮ডጚࣽፃٛฝຟ൰ܿໍٛ༮ডጚ
ᄁ༌༮ȑܿᄒሊሥቧᇵ੦ፒȃ
ጝખࠨށமຢ༧ᄁ༌ქ፟ᄳˈু˖SX ੦ፒ Cash Bank Ꮾၓ־
ᅒ૰ߴໍٛ֡ࣽ־ᅒ૰༦ܿٛ൰ᇵ፩࣭ড፩࣭ݓࠍؠฏᄵ
ݕߴᄁ༌ȃ
ޙয়ᅒ૰˖
Ȗፑೌȗ ݕ13 ࣙˈށનઃጴ࣋Ⴜ੶ሩጚፇৱܿ
ፃٛฝᄒሊქ፟Ȑፃٛฝᅒ૰༮ȑሥቧᇵ੦ፒȃඩହཕॆ
੦ፒ Cash Bank ঠܾޙয়࿅૰ฝȃ૰ᅳชᅒ૰ܿઃጴޭ༇
૰ঐዸ SX ޭࡘ༦ܿથુᅒ૰ȃۨᄳౚכᇋጽ
ಖ SX ܿ༁٠ፀിݓၤȃ
ܾ፣ᇪକ˖
Ȗፑೌȗ ݕ19 ࣙ ށ, ੦ፒዷદ༁٠ፀിݓၤ
ܿدቪጚৠȐູঽፃٛฝܿठ୲ਦᇸȑ
ȃ࣮ SX ዷદ
༁٠ፀിݓၤˈྋಖฬ੦ፒਦᇸყޭเȐޭඝፃٛฝܿᄌᄹ
࿎ڵ፣ᇪȑ
ȃਅ SX ܿ༁٠ࠔ߇ၓ 4ˁˈۨქ፟፩࣭ߟఊ
ਖঐ།ܸዸȃ
Ȗፑೌȗኧᅒ፩࣭߫ިࢬฝळᄵፃٛฝ૰ঠܾܿ
ᄌఋञޭઃጴٛໍܿሯჳȃຢ༧ᄒሊࣙށ۰ᄌఋਲޡହ
ਝ૰ڈஅܿȃܬเ໌ܿڅᄌఋכᅐᏚᇵནࢋ˖
˄ᇜ˅
ᄌఋܿ࿎ࡴ࣎ܿञ૰ᇵጽಖܿ˗
˄ߗ˅ፃٛฝฝเܿქ፟
ᄵၓᄌఋٛໍྈכ૰ຬܿ˗
˄˅ٛໍܿᄌఋכᅐࢮၓᄂࠈ
ጚྈࠍჴ˗( ན ) ፃٛฝฝเܿქ፟ᄵၓঐᆒ፱ქ፟ყ࣋
༁٠ܿઃጴȃ

ఒ୪

ຢ༧ქ፟ഒ౪ઃጴߟ૰ঐၳ࿏ˈ࣮ۨᄒሊ༥Ȗ
༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗ༁٠ࠔ߇ܿ߭ၐˈ՝ஂ 1 ྈ༧ȃ
ᄁ༌ქ፟˖ࢎદȖ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗ
ˈኧᅒᅒ૰ߴഠ

ፃٛฝঽઃጴߟ

cally bans a prohibition on a trading counterparty “to challenge
the validity of the holder’s IPR” as proposed here. Given SX’s
market share is only 4%, such restriction would not be challenged
under Chinese law.
The IPR guidelines allow the Chinese antitrust authority
to weigh the negative effects on competition against the
potential efficiencies that may be gained through the exercise
of the relevant IPR. It is possible that the above provisions
may be justified on efficiency grounds. Efficiencies claimed
by the parties must meet the following four conditions: (a)
the increased efficiency promotion must be objective and
provable; (b) restrictions imposed by the IPR holder must
be indispensable for the generation of efficiency; (c) the efficiency generated must be shared with consumers; and (d) restrictions imposed by the IPR holder must not seriously restrict
competition in the relevant market.

EUROPEAN UNION
The restrictions would probably not raise problems under
EU competition law, assuming that the arrangements fall within
the market share thresholds under the TTBER, as discussed in
Scenario 1.
Sales restriction: a restriction on active or passive sales into
a territory exclusively reserved to the licensor is permitted under
the TTBER.
Exclusive licence: restrictions limited to the duration of
the underlying patents are permissible under the TTBER. It
is possible that a competitor seeking a licence might seek to
challenge a refusal on the part of SX to license the technology.
However, under EU competition law a unilateral refusal to license
could only be a violation of competition law where the licensor is
dominant and only in “exceptional circumstances”. This appears
unlikely, given SX’s low (4%) market share.
No-challenge clause: under article 5 of the TTBER there are
certain types of restriction that may violate article 101 of the
TFEU, including a no-challenge clause (“any direct or indirect obligation on the licensee not to challenge the validity of intellectual
property rights which the licensor holds in the common market”).
Such clauses may, however, be compatible with EU competition
law on a self-assessment, weighing up the restrictive effects on
competition with any pro-competitive benefits following the conditions laid down in article 101(3) of the TFEU.

UNITED STATES

ྊᄹ֦ௗܿฏቱˈޭ᎐ވডܿވ־ᄁ༌ᄵქ፟ȃ
ޙয়ᅒ૰˖ࢎદȖ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗ
ˈኧᅒনھܿ
ฝඓৱᄵქ፟ȃཱིะᅳชᅒ૰ܿઃጴޭ༇૰ঐዸ SX ޭ
ࡘ༦ܿથુᅒ૰ˈࢎܦદഒ౪ઃጴߟˈፔᅒ૰ߴዷદ༁
٠ፀിݓၤ෩Ȑஂိଝȑˈߴܠಅથુᅒ૰ئঐ၎߫ઃጴ
ߟȃਅ SX ݈ܿ༁٠ࠔ߇˄4ˁ˅
ˈጝཕॆܐ૰ȃ
ܾ፣ᇪକ˖ࢎદ Ȗ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗ ݕ5 ˈರᄎ
ᄲܿქ፟૰၎߫Ȗഒ౪ከᏮኙȗ ݕ101 ˈ֡ଭܾ፣ᇪ
କˈুȐᅒ૰ყޭเޭܾᅒ૰ߴࢥ༁٠ڕܿፃٛฝܿ
ᄌᄹ࿎ڵ፣ᇪܿใटፊਾডৱਾሆႚȑ
ȃ
ะߑˈࢎદȖഒ౪ከᏮኙȗ ݕ101 ˄3˅ܿࣙˈށনޭ
ใटઃጴቪქ፟ઃጴܿሯჳܿฝळˈ൹ࢳፇॄጝᄎକ
૰ঐ־ไၓ࠲ठഒ౪ઃጴߟȃ
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Antitrust lawyers in the US will tend to ask the same questions
as their EU and Chinese counterparts for the purposes of determining whether the anti-competitive effects of a licensing
arrangement might outweigh the pro-competitive effects.
However, it is not clear from the facts whether the restriction
2013 ೧ 5 ኟ
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࣭ܿ߫ިఊ໗၄၄ঐ࿎ڵቪ
ഒ౪ञ፩࣭ᄵᆼܿၳ࿏ˈᇵฬށ
ᅒ૰ᄒሊܿ߫ઃጴᄌ࣮૰٫ࣰ
ઃጴܿᄌ࣮ȃะߑˈ۰ጝᄎହ
ˈ२ ޭڽCash Bank ܿქ፟
ࠨਖሯჳඝᅒ૰ඝྋ࿒࣭Ꮽ
ໍሃܿஉˈሓۨۨჵქ፟૰ঐ
ޭ࣭ઃጴٛໍࡏಅᄌ࣮ȃ
ᇜޡڋށຢˈ࣮ߙໍ߫ઃጴ
ܿሯჳ٫ࣰઃጴܿሯჳܿ
ᄳˈ߫ިఊ໗ঐਓሊتถਂຬქ፟
้ܦะࢮოܬเठߟຟᇖ಼
ܿ࿓ߴܗ՝ȃ

ᅏߋܞߏੲؿ෯
ੜ೧ፇॄˈፃٛฝቪઃጴߟፇৱ
ܿყ॔Ꮾቂ፩࣭ञ࣭ိ૰ྈߙዴȃ
દࢳˈ
Ȗፑೌȗਖ 2013 ೧ဵࡺށڈȃะߑˈ੶ࣰగܿ࿃
జˈ࣭য়ຟᏓટᇲિށ։؝ஂˈߑፑೌȃ࣭য়ຟᏓ
ટጸඩؾᇜࢋᄧׁܿࣙዏܦၭׁຣၝ࢞؝ȃˈࣰ
Ȗፑೌȗ
ጝߴಅ࿎࢜மሇٍܿލตܻȃ
ഒ౪Ȗ༦Ꭱ়ุ࿒জಁஂȗਖ 2014 ೧ 4 ኟ 30 ๊ඓȃ
ഒ፷ၘঐ 2011 ೧ 12 ኟໆيოᄵࣙዏˈ 2013 ೧ 2

on Cash Bank would affect its ability to license to entities doing
business in the US, thus there may be no domestic competitive
effect from that restriction.
To the extent that any anti-competitive effects outweigh the
benefits, antitrust lawyers will suggest less restrictive alternatives
that still accomplish the parties’ legitimate business objectives.

Tips for risk management

ኟ 20 ๊තވமᇜ܅؞ຟȃഒ፷ၘঐᆾขয়౦ 2013 ೧
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The interaction between IP and competition law is likely to
see development into this year and beyond, in China and abroad.
It was expected that the IPR guidelines would be finalised
in 2013. However, after several rounds of discussion, the SAIC
has decided to promulgate an implementing regulation instead
of guidelines. The SAIC is working on producing a new version
of the rules and the text has not yet been published. The IPR
guidelines nevertheless provide a useful insight into its thinking
in this area.
The EU TTBER will expire on 30 April 2014. The EC began
a review of the existing rules in December 2011 and launched
a further consultation on 20 February 2013. The EC invites
comments on the draft revised TTBER and TTBER Guidelines
by 17 May 2013. The current TTBER will expire on 30 April
2014.
The following actions might usefully be taken now to adapt
commercial practices to the evolving competition regimes in
China and elsewhere:
t prioritise existing and proposed licensing agreements and
commercial practices involving IPR for a competition law
audit based on the draft IPR guidelines and other relevant
competition laws worldwide;
t modify existing licensing agreements and commercial
practices, where relevant, to take account of the above review;
and
t review existing competition compliance programmes and
training to ensure that they reflect the evolving law and
regulatory practice in relation to the application of competition
law to activities involving IPR. J
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